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i installed daniel_ks 3.6 and audigy 2zs and i have the same result that i had before installing audigy 2zs: when i try to use audigy 2zs, all the audigy 2zs devices are missing (not present). the driver installation
fails. i also tried to install audigy 2 zs at the same time with daniel_ks 3.6 and the same thing happens. any help would be very appreciated. i installed the audigy2 zs driver from the creative website ( the setup

file came with only one.inf file. no other files were included in the package. i downloaded the.inf file from the creative website and installed the driver. i just finished installing my audigy 2 zs and audigy 2 zs
driver on my computer. i had a similar problem like you. when i booted up, the audigy 2 zs was not showing up on my sound card list. i just did a device manager reset (which did not show anything as changed)

and got the audigy 2 zs to show up on my list again. i installed daniel_ks 3.6 and audigy 2 zs and i have the same result that i had before installing audigy 2 zs: when i try to use audigy 2zs, all the audigy 2zs
devices are missing (not present). the driver installation fails. i also tried to install audigy 2 zs at the same time with daniel_ks 3.6 and the same thing happens. any help would be very appreciated. i then tried
running the dos 7.1 installation from my wd 2x20gb 7200rpm usb drive. it failed at the same point as with the audigy2zs.exe. i started dos 7.1 and then tried starting a game. the game failed at the very same

point as it did on the hard drive. it froze on a message that says "error: could not open sound device. c:\windows\system32\audiogl1.exe has been terminated."
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works fine for me. i'll see if i can figure out why my audigy1 zs emulates the sb-16 with no problems.
if you don't get sound, perhaps you could try replacing the sb16 emulation device with the generic
one and see if the sound comes back. update: it seems that when i replaced the sb-16 emulation

device with a generic one, it started working for some reason. it still didn't work at first when i tried
to load the games via a_audigy12.exe, but now it does. that's why it was still weird when i booted up
a game. also, thanks to daniel_ks for the tip about the silent launch for audigy2 devices. i just tried
to boot one of my audigy2's into dos and it appeared to work, but when i switched back to windows
98, it was still silent! so, until someone can find out if that's a bug in the hardware or in the drivers
(which is unlikely, but possible), you need to be careful when you're booting into dos. it could be
silent, but it may also just be silent for a while. so, to get sound running in dos, do the following:

open a dos window by pressing ctrl+alt+del and selecting start. this will open a command prompt
window. this is where you have to enter the commands. open the c:\program files\creative\sb16

drivers\audigy12.inf file in notepad and locate the line defaultaudiodeviceid = 004 and change the
004 to 0x0007 save the file. you have to save it as.xml first, then rename it to the same name as

the.xml file you created. in my case, it is called audigy12.inf.xml close and reopen the audigy setup
utility program. the device will be enabled as sound blaster 16 pci (audigy 2 zs) in the audio devices
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